The Third day of creation. Interaction and relationship.
Mutual attraction or love, is the synthesising power which attracts
opposites for creative purposes. Interaction and relationship are the root of
all things. This opens the way to development and a new form. Spirit,
Matter, Body. Red, Blue, Violet. Hot, Cold, Warm.



The third day, three-ing, is the number of beginning. One to be ready.
To have an idea in mind. Two to be steady. Sustain and deepen the idea.
Three to be off. Take action and manifest.

Good separated the heavenly stories from the earthly stories. Good
made the firmament and divided the waters. The physics-defying precision
of the Creative Process that made Life on Earth is incomprehensible. Not
only life but also human lives capable of evolving into conscious co
creators. What happened?
I could start with our solar system which is located in a massive,
luminous, spiral galaxy safe enough to support life. Our galaxy is one of
several billions of galaxies.
Many scientists believe that 4.7 billion years ago there was a huge
explosion. Others believe it was a quiet event. Gravity pulled together
scattered matter to form stars which, when they burned out and exploded,
expelled elements to form planets. There was precisely enough matter so
the expansion would stop, become stable and create a flat Universe.
The planet Jupiter’s gravitational field acts like a wide vacuum cleaner to
protect Earth from asteroids, comets and meteors. And the distance
between Earth and Sun is exactly right for Planet Earth to create and
sustain water. Water is essential for the evolution of life. Earth’s moon has
a circular orbit which stabilises the tilt of the Earth and slows it down to a
24 hour day. The moon also creates tides that assist the evolution between
land and sea. You may think “Well I know this.” But do you realise the
extraordinary exactness this is … to create a planet we can live on?
it is all improbable, unusual, physics-defying and there’s more. The
molten core is an invisible gravity shield which deflects radiation from the
sun and space and protects organisms from the solar wind. Because Planet
Earth is a rocky planet, not gaseous, it can support a diversity of Life.
Diversity enables a variety of species to have food. What sort of Creator,
or Cosmic consciousness made that?

“For, since the Creation of the World, God’s qualities have been seen and
understood from what has been made.” Romans 1 v 20.

In my own life it has taken decades for me to reverence ever more
deeply the miracle of human birth. The three-ness of relationship.



In 1970, a perfectly beautiful boy child was born through me. I was
so absorbed in my own emotional trauma of abandonment by his father
through war trauma, that it took days, maybe years, or a lifetime for me to
see through the eyes of compassionate, unconditional love. That is what
love can do. Take you through many a mountain and valley to awaken to
wonder and gratitude.

